
Managing Globalization: Realizing human rights at a distance 
Daniel Altman 
 
The International Herald Tribune's global economics columnist, Daniel Altman, recently 
moderated an online discussion between readers and Mary Robinson, the former president of 
Ireland and former United Nations high commissioner for human rights. 
 
Robinson now leads an initiative called Realizing Rights, which is dedicated to making 
globalization a more ethical and socially balanced process. 
 
What are the new challenges of globalization? Is it the labor issue, or the widening gap 
between the rich and the poor? What could the globalized world look like in the future? 
 
Julia Kalina, France 
 
One of the new challenges, which has only recently been getting the attention it should, is the 
global water crisis. Two million children die each year for want of a glass of clean water and 
adequate sanitation. Millions of women and young girls spend hours collecting and carrying 
water, restricting their opportunities and their life choices. Water-borne infectious diseases are 
holding back poverty reduction and economic growth in some of the world's poorest countries. 
And competition for water as a productive resource is intensifying. Declining river flows and 
large- scale groundwater depletion are realities and are leading to conflicts over water. The 
2006 United Nations Human Development Report provides important analysis and a practical 
action plan that if taken seriously could move us "beyond scarcity." 
As for what a globalized world could look like in the future, I believe we should think again 
about the common agenda world leaders agreed upon at the start of this century, aimed at 
making globalization work for all people. These commitments, laid out in the UN Millennium 
Declaration and distilled in the UN Millennium Development Goals, provide internationally 
agreed targets, including reducing by half the number of people in extreme poverty by 2015, 
and achieving universal primary education for boys and girls by 2015. It also sets goals for 
promoting gender equality and empowerment of women; fighting HIV/AIDS, malaria and other 
diseases; ensuring environmental sustainability; and creating a global partnership for 
development. 
 
These commitments have been overshadowed by the horror of 9/11 2001, the resulting "war 
on terror," Iraq and so on. This July will be the halfway point to the 2015 targets. We should 
use that symbolic moment to recommit to those goals. We shouldn't shrink from the notion 
that we can shape a more ethical globalization, one that ensures internationally recognized 
rights to water, education, health care, decent work and political participation for all. 
 
How can globalization affect child labor or other unfair labor practices? What government 
initiatives should a citizen support at home? 
 
Robert Oxley, United States 
 
Globalization can contribute either to increasing or reducing labor rights violations, depending 
on whether we tolerate bad practices in faraway places or work together as citizens and 
institutions to challenge such abuses. Historically, we have struggled within our respective 
societies to hold governments and businesses accountable for treating workers fairly. The 
progress that has been made is thanks to a combination of labor negotiations and workers' 
struggles, holding labor violations up to public scrutiny and providing various incentives to 
companies for ensuring good labor practices. 
 
In our increasingly globalized economy, it can be much harder to develop a social dialogue 
between the owners of a company, the consumers of its products, and the farmers or factory 
workers at the end of long and complex supply chains. And it can be much more difficult to 
achieve the public scrutiny required to evaluate the extent of child labor or other labor rights 
violations. Nevertheless, the technology and information revolutions have opened up new 
possibilities to promote labor rights across the globe.  



To what extent we can really make a difference depends on how good we are at raising 
awareness of our shared responsibilities to each other despite the distance and differences. 
 
One thing that can help move us in the right direction is to give greater attention to realizing 
international labor standards and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which marks its 
60th anniversary next year. But more must be done to make those commitments come to life 
for all people. 
 
Realizing Rights is supporting the work of the International Labor Organization and others to 
help promote the right to decent work. That means focusing on economic and development 
policies that create more employment opportunities; upholding core ILO labor standards — 
including those on child labor; providing social protection for all citizens; and fostering social 
dialogue between governments, the private sector, labor unions and other civil society 
organizations. 
 
We should hold our government, as well as our private sector, to account in furthering these 
aims through their policies and practices. 
At the same time, in our role as consumers, it is important that we become more thoughtful 
about our responsibilities to people in distant places whose hard work contributes to our 
quality of life. There are many ways to do our part, including buying fair-trade products, asking 
questions about ethical investing in our pension funds, etc. This consciousness can help make 
economic globalization an opportunity, not a threat, to people around the world. 
 
Does the degree of inequality among developing countries make globalization a very risky 
process for most of them? 
 
Manuel Gilberto Rosas, Colombia 
 
The central challenge continues to be forging a globalization process which recognizes in 
concrete ways the idea of shared responsibility. Lifting millions of people out of poverty has 
nothing to do with charity. It is about fairness. It is about creating national and global 
conditions which support rather than undermine the right to a decent livelihood and a 
sustainable future for all people. The poorest countries need policy space to build the sectors 
of their economies that can benefit from international trade and also enhanced regional trade. 
They need support to build that capacity. Without a fairer, more ethical approach to 
globalization, which takes a longer and broader view of national interest, and sees our fates as 
being increasingly interconnected, then I fear many developing countries will become more 
unstable economically and socially in the coming decades. 
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